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Abstract

Thiswork is intended to showa comprehensive healthcare hardware and software

device that assists speech/hearing-impaired persons in communicating with the

general public. This device embodies a 3D printed exoskeleton glove, which by

means of electronic modules aims to translate hand signals and gestures into spo-

ken text in order to facilitate communication between speech/hearing-impaired

and ordinary people.

Figure 1. Structure of the system

Equipped with five flexible sensors, a NodeMCU ESP32 microcontroller, a gy-

roscope/accelerometer, a display for responses, scrolling buttons, and a power

switch. The built-in ESP32 Bluetoothmodule connects it to anAndroid appwhich

recognizes gestures, converting them into displayed words and speech.

Motivation

The project aims to provide a healthcare tool for speech/hearing-impaired indi-

viduals to communicate seamlessly, facilitating integration both socially and pro-

fessionally. Most deaf people use sign language, a visually-rich and structured

form of communication. However, a major communication barrier arises as most

hearing people are unfamiliar with systems like American Sign Language (ASL).

Consequently, deaf individuals often rely on interpreters or text messaging to

communicate with those who hear, but interpreters can compromise privacy, are

costly, and writing can be inconvenient, especially in dynamic situations.

Figure 2. American Sign Language Letters

Sign language isn’t universal. American Sign Language (ASL) and German Sign

Language (GSL) have different alphabets and gestures compared to other coun-

tries’ sign languages. In sign languages, communication isn’t just about hand ges-

tures. It also involves using the head, eyes, and facial expressions. Even within

hand gestures, there are nuances like which hand is used more frequently. This

project recognizes the need for an effective communication bridge between the

deaf and hearing communities to overcome these barriers and challenges.

A highlighted block

This block catches your eye, so important stuff should probably go here.

Curabitur eu libero vehicula, cursus est fringilla, luctus est. Morbi consectetur

mauris quam, at finibus elit auctor ac. Aliquam erat volutpat. Aenean at nisl ut

ex ullamcorper eleifend et eu augue. Aenean quis velit tristique odio convallis

ultrices a ac odio.

Fusce dapibus tellus vel tellus semper finibus. In consequat, nibh sed mattis

luctus, augue diam fermentum lectus.

In euismod erat metus non ex. Vestibulum luctus augue in mi

condimentum, at sollicitudin lorem viverra.

Suspendisse vulputate mauris vel placerat consectetur. Mauris semper,

purus ac hendrerit molestie, elit mi dignissim odio, in suscipit felis sapien vel

ex.

Aenean tincidunt risus eros, at gravida lorem sagittis vel. Vestibulum ante ipsum

primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae.

Proposed approach

Regarding the software implementation of the ChatterGlove system we used a

NodeMCU ESP32 microcontroller as the system’s core development board in or-

der to convert the hand motions of the speech/hearing-impaired into English

speech stigmatization. The implementation is based on five flexible sensors that

sense the movement of each finger, a gyroscope/accelerometer for tilt sensing,

a display where the deaf person can see the response from the interlocutor, two

simple buttons that allow the user to scroll through the conversation, and a switch

button for activating the system. Regarding connection between the mobile ap-

plication and the display, the NodeMCU ESP32 board’s Bluetooth module is uti-

lized.

Figure 3. Circuit diagram

The glove was designed using Fusion 360 and CATIA V5, and printed with the

”Original PRUSA I3 MK3S” printer using PLA filament. We started by taking hand

measurements, adding a few millimeters for ease of wearing and margin of er-

ror. The design detailed hand outlines, individual finger diameters, and segment

lengths. Each finger is divided into three parts: the base, middle, and tip, re-

sembling wearable rings. Ensuring flexibility while connecting these segments

was crucial, so fingers could move naturally, yet the segments remained securely

linked through a mechanical resistance connection.

Figure 4. Final version of the device

The Android part of the application was implemented in Java, using Android Stu-

dio as the IDE. The program uses 4 activities: Login, Register, Bluetooth con-

nection and Chat. MongoDB is the database platform used to store data from

the ChatterGlove device and gather and utilise it throughout the training phase.

To share the processing capacity of the application, we and the app created a

microservices-based design. We utilized Docker to orchestrate these apps, with

the microservices running independently. The services are likewise inaccessible

to the general public, but there is an instance of NGINX that has access to them

and can be accessed from the outside. We also hosted our app on Openstack

using a VM instance with 8 vCPUs and 16GB RAM.

Fusce aliquammagna velit

Et rutrum ex euismod vel. Pellentesque ultricies, velit in fermentum vestibulum,

lectus nisi pretium nibh, sit amet aliquam lectus augue vel velit. Suspendisse rhon-

cus massa porttitor augue feugiat molestie. Sed molestie ut orci nec malesuada.

Sed ultricies feugiat est fringilla posuere.

Figure 5. Another figure caption.

Conclusions and Future work

The ChatterGlove project addresses the challenge of designing an intelligent

communication tool for individuals with hearing or speech impairments. The

central objective was to devise a solution promoting effortless social and pro-

fessional interactions for these individuals. The strategy merged mobile appli-

cation technology with hardware boards and sensors to realize this goal.

Essentially, the ChatterGlove is a comprehensive fusion of healthcare hardware

and software, shaped as a 3D-printed exoskeleton glove. It uses digital com-

ponents to convert hand signals and gestures into audible speech. This caters

particularly to those who cannot comprehend American Sign Language (ASL).

Two foundational principles support the ChatterGlove’s efficacy. Firstly, it sim-

plifies social and professional interactions for users, ensuring their prolonged

comfort and use. Secondly, it serves as a universal communication bridge ad-

dressing the highlighted issue.

Recognizing that deaf or mute individuals employ more than just hand gestures

for communication, we plan to incorporate an Xbox Kinect camera. This ad-

dition will employ a vision-based methodology to interpret facial expressions,

enriching the communicative scope.

Further, to enhance clarity in communication, we intend to add a glove for the

left hand. Some phrases in sign language necessitate the use of both hands for

clear conveyance.

To ensure the ChatterGlove’s widespread adoption, we’re exploring the cre-

ation of iOS and desktop applications. This would make the tool accessible

across diverse platforms.

An ambitious enhancementwe’re considering is enabling the ChatterGlove sys-

tem to project phone call speech onto its integrated LCD. This feature could

then interpret gestures into speech for the phone call’s recipient.

To assess the current version of ChatterGlove, consultations with medical pro-

fessionals are in the pipeline. Additionally, we aim to collaborate with the ”Ro-

manian DeafAssociation” in Timisoara for real-world testing and feedback. This

holistic approach ensures ChatterGlove’s refinement, making it a truly inclusive

communication tool.
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